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(57) ABSTRACT 
A thermal sensor providing simultaneous measurement of 
two diodes. A first diode and a second diode are coupled to 
a first current source and a second current source, respec 
tively. The ratio of the currents provided by the two sources 
is accurately known. The Voltage across each of the two 
diodes may be coupled to the input of a differential amplifier 
for determination of temperature. Alternatively, the first 
diode may be coupled to a first current source by a resistor 
with a known voltage drop, and the second diode may be 
coupled to an adjustable second current source. The current 
in the second diode may be adjusted until the Voltage across 
the second diode is equal to the sum of Voltage drop across 
the first diode and the known Voltage drop across the 
resistor. Under the established conditions, the Diode Equa 
tion may be used to calculate a temperature. 
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FIGURE 1. 
(Prior Art) 
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FIGURE 2B 
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SYSTEM FOR ON-CHP TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENT IN INTEGRATED 

CIRCUITS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This patent is a continuation of and claims the 
benefit of the commonly owned and co-pending patent 
application Ser. No. 10/961.311 (attorney docket number 
TRAN-P378) filed Oct. 7, 2004, entitled “System For On 
Chip Temperature Measurement In Integrated Circuits' 
which is a continuation of patent application Ser. No. 
10/411,955 (attorney docket numberTRAN-P085) filed Apr. 
10, 2003, entitled “System For On-Chip Temperature Mea 
surement In Integrated Circuits’ which are hereby incorpo 
rated by this reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Embodiments of the present invention relate to 
temperature measurement of integrated circuits. In particu 
lar, embodiments of the present invention relate to an 
on-chip temperature sensor for integrated circuits. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003 Temperature measurement in semiconductor 
devices Such as integrated circuits on silicon Substrates is 
often done by taking advantage of the fundamental relation 
ship between the Saturation current of a p-n junction and its 
temperature. This relationship is described by the Diode 
Equation shown below: 

where, 
0004 Is=Saturation current 
0005 q-electron charge 
0006 V-p-n junction voltage 
0007 n ideality factor (between 1 and 2) 
0008 k=Boltzmann's constant 
0009. T=absolute temperature (K) 

0010. The ideality factor n is equal to 2 for pure recom 
bination current (low voltage, low current density), and 
equal to 1 for pure diffusion current (higher voltages). When 
using a p-n junction as a temperature sensor, it is desirable 
that n be close to 1. However, high current densities should 
be avoided to minimize ohmic effects due to series resis 
tances outside of the p-n junction. Ohmic effects can lead to 
a deviation from the Diode Equation. 
0.011 FIG. 1 shows a conventional thermal sensor 100. A 
current source 105 with a single diode 110 is used, with 
sequential measurements being taken for current and Voltage 
to obtain two I-V data pairs (IV) and (IV) for the diode 
110. The temperature T is then calculated (neglecting the -1) 
from the Diode Equation as follows: 

0012. The (-1) term in the Diode Equation may be 
ignored since the resulting error is usually less than 1 part in 
100,000 for all current densities of interest. 
0013. In conventional temperature measurements made 
using a single diode, there are a number of error sources that 
reduce the accuracy and reliability of the measurements. 
Also, the sequential measurements reduce the frequency 
with which measurements can be made. 
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0014. In the measurement of the two voltages, the error 
associated with each individual measurement contributes to 
the total error for the term (V-V). Since this term is 
normally quite small (about one tenth of V, or V), the 
accuracy of the Voltage measurements is critical. Also, 
Voltage measurements usually involve an analog-to-digital 
conversion, with an associated quantization error that is 
counted twice. 

0015. Another source of error are leakage currents. For 
example, shunt resistance 120 may produce a deviation from 
the I-V characteristic expressed by the Diode Equation. 
Also, since the measurements are sequential, short term 
changes in the circuit state can affect the measurements. As 
previously described, a series resistance 115 may also intro 
duce error. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

0016. Thus, a need exists for a more accurate temperature 
sensor for integrated circuits. There is also a need for a 
temperature sensor that eliminates the problems associated 
with sequential electrical measurements, as well as provid 
ing reduced errors, reduced noise, and an increased mea 
Surement frequency. 
0017. Accordingly, embodiments of the present invention 
provide on-chip temperature sensing through simultaneous 
electrical measurement of a plurality of diodes. The simul 
taneous measurement of more than one diode eliminates the 
need for sequential measurements and reduces quantization 
eO. 

0018. In an embodiment of the present invention, two 
diodes are each coupled to a controlled current source. The 
ratio of the currents provided by the two sources is accu 
rately known. The voltage across each of the two diodes is 
coupled to the input of a differential amplifier. The output of 
the differential amplifier may be coupled to an analog-to 
digital converter. 
0019. In another embodiment, a first diode is coupled to 
a first current source by a resistor with a known Voltage drop, 
and a second diode is coupled to an adjustable second 
current source. The current in the second diode is adjusted 
until the Voltage across the second diode is equal to the Sum 
of Voltage drop across the first diode and the known voltage 
drop across the resistor. Under the established conditions, 
the Diode Equation may be used to calculate a temperature. 
0020. Although the above embodiments describe the use 
of two diodes in parallel, three or more diodes may be used 
in parallel, with or without coupling resistors. The additional 
measurements may be used to further reduce error. 
0021. These and other objects and advantages of the 
present invention will no doubt become obvious to those of 
ordinary skill in the art after having read the following 
detailed description of the preferred embodiments which are 
illustrated in the various drawing figures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated in and form a part of this specification, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention and, together with the 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
The drawings referred to in this description should not be 
understood as being drawn to Scale except if specifically 
noted. 
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0023 Prior Art FIG. 1 shows a thermal sensor with a 
single diode. 
0024 FIG. 2A shows a schematic diagram for a square 
layout of two diodes in accordance with an embodiment of 
the present claimed invention. 
0025 FIG. 2B shows a schematic diagram for an 
approximate circular layout of two diodes in accordance 
with an embodiment of the present claimed invention. 
0026 FIG. 3A shows a dual-diode thermal sensor, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present claimed 
invention. 
0027 FIG. 3B shows a dual-diode thermal sensor with a 
sensing series resistor, in accordance with an embodiment of 
the present claimed invention. 
0028 FIG. 4 shows a current source servo controller, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present claimed 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0029. In the following detailed description of the present 
invention, a system for on-chip temperature measurement in 
an integrated circuit, numerous specific details are set forth 
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. However, it will be obvious to one skilled in the 
art that the present invention may be practiced without these 
specific details. In other instances well known methods 
involving photolithography, ion implantation, deposition 
and etch, etc., and well known circuit components such as 
current sources and amplifiers, etc., have not been described 
in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the 
present invention. 
0030 FIG. 2A shows a substrate layout pattern 200 for a 

first diode and a second diode in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention. The first diode com 
prises an array of discrete diode elements d1 and the second 
diode comprises an array of discrete diode elements d2. 
Separate interconnects may be fabricated to achieve parallel 
electrical connection between diodes d1, and between 
diodes d2. 
0031. In general, the diode arrays d1 and d2 are prefer 
ably laid out in an area with a small area moment (e.g. a 
square or a circle). A compact layout on the Surface of the 
integrated circuit minimizes the overall spatially related 
variations between the diodes. It is also desirable that each 
of the diode arrays have a common centroid. 
0032. In a preferred embodiment, the exemplary pattern 
of FIG. 2A comprises 128 d1 diodes and 128 d2 diodes laid 
out in a square with a dimension of about 85 microns. 
0033. In achieving the desired layout, a sub-array 201 
that has a common centroid and compact area, may be used 
as a tile to build the overall area for the two diodes. 
0034 FIG. 2B shows an approximate circular substrate 
layout pattern 205 that comprises the sub-array 201 of FIG. 
2A. It is desirable that the total diode array have a shape that 
has two or more axes of symmetry. 
0035 FIG. 3A shows a dual-diode thermal sensor 300, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
The sensor 300 comprises a controller 315 for controlling 
the current output of a first current source 305 and a second 
current source 310. The first current source 305 is coupled 
to a first diode 320, and the second current source 310 is 
coupled to a second diode 325. Both diode 320 and diode 
325 are coupled to ground. 
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0036. The output ratio of current source 310 to current 
source 305 is fixed (I2=K*I1) within the range used for 
measurement, thereby eliminating the variable (I/I) term 
from the Diode Equation. Each of the current sources 305 
and 310 may comprise an array of current source elements, 
wherein the arrays share a common centroid. 
0037. The voltage drop across each of the diodes 320 and 
325 are input to a differential amplifier that in turn drives an 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Since Voltage measure 
ments are made simultaneously and the difference is quan 
tized, only one quantization error is involved in the mea 
Surement. 

0038 FIG. 3B shows a dual-diode thermal sensor with a 
sensing series resistor 335, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. The output of Controller 315 
controls current source 306 and current source 311. Current 
source 306 and current source 311 each comprises M and N 
identical small current source elements (iLSB), respectively. 
In this particular embodiment N is programmable, whereas 
M is fixed. However, in other embodiments, M may also be 
programmable. 
0039. The controller 315 controls the current level for 
each of the iLSB current sources that make up sources 306 
and 311, and may also control the number of iLSB current 
Sources that are active. 
0040 Similarly, resistor R1 335 may be made up of a 
number of identical small resistors (rLSB). Resistor R1 may 
be implemented as a programmable resistor by bypass 
Switches (e.g., transistors with low R on) for one or more 
of the rSB resistors. In this particular embodiment, R1 is 
considered as having a fixed value, with R rLSB resistors in 
S1’S. 

0041 Ahigh-gain op amp (comparator) 340 is coupled to 
receive V and V as inputs. V is the sum of the Voltage 
drops across resistor R1 and diode D1 320, and V is the 
voltage drop across diode D2 325. The output of the 
comparator is coupled to a processor 345 that determines the 
diode temperature from the value of N established by 
controller 315, and a set of circuit parameters. N may be 
adjusted by the controller 315 until the comparator 340 
switches, thus establishing the point at which Vt=V. 
0042. Since the entire thermometer 301 may fabricated 
on-chip, the negative impact of series resistances may be 
reduced considerably. The on-chip thermometer may also be 
tested and adjusted to compensate for observed deviations in 
temperature readings. 
0043. In testing, the temperature determined by the pro 
cessor may be compared to the known value of the inte 
grated circuit during test. A fuse array 350 may be used to 
program a correction that may be read and applied by the 
processor. For example an array of four fuses may provide 
15 values for correction. In this case, an anticipated error 
range of +/-3K may thus be divided into 15 corrections that 
may be applied, ranging from -3K to +3K in increments of 
0.4K. More fuses may be used to provide a greater range of 
corrections and/or a finer resolution of correction. 

0044 FIG. 4 shows a current source servo controller 400 
that may be used by controller 315 for establishing the 
current level for each of the iLSB sources. An op amp 405 
receives a precision reference Voltage (e.g., bandgap refer 
ence) as one input. A second input is taken as the Voltage 
across resistor R2 415, providing a servo loop that operates 
to set the current through R2 such that the voltage drop 
across R2 is equal to V, 
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0045. In one embodiment, resistor R2 comprises a num 
ber of identical small resistors (rLSB), as are used in R1. In 
one embodiment, resistor R2 may be implemented as a 
programmable resistor by bypass Switches (e.g., transistors 
with low R on) for one or more of the r|SB resistors. In 
this particular embodiment, R2 is considered as having a 
fixed value, comprising SrLSB resistors in series. 
0046. The servo loop current source Hoop 410 is made up 
of L iLSB current sources in parallel, similar to current 
sources I1 and I2 of FIG. 3B. In the example of FIG. 4, op 
amp (operational amplifier) 405 drives a current source 406 
that is mirrored by each of the iLSB current sources in Iloop, 
I1 and I2. Alternatively, each iLSB current source may be a 
voltage controlled current source that is driven by the output 
of op amp 405. 
0047 Taking into account the configuration of the con 

troller of FIG. 4 and the sensor circuit of FIG. 3B, the 
voltage drop across resistor R1 335 may be represented as: 

Giving: 

0048 
V/LS-LSB*rLSB 

0049. It is appreciated that the voltage across R1, that is 
V, is a known quantity based upon the integer quantities 
M. R. L. and S, and the reference voltage V. With this in 
mind, the operation of the system of FIG. 3B is described. 
0050. With reference to FIG. 3B, it is seen that since 
VA=V+V and VA=V, V =V-V, which is one term 
required for a temperature solution based upon the Diode 
Equation, with the other term being the current ratio. 
0051 Referring again to FIG. 3B, N may be set equal to 
Mby the controller 315, causing the voltage V to be greater 
than V. The programmable current source I2311 may then 
be incrementally adjusted by sequentially Switching in addi 
tional iLSB current sources in turn. Alternatively, a binomial 
search or other algorithm may be used to find the value of 
N at which Vt=V. 
0052 At some point, when a number J of additional iLSB 
sources have been Switched in, V will exceed V, causing 
the comparator 340 to change state. Although the incremen 
tal nature of the current increases prevents determining the 
exact current at which V-V, a range can be established 
and the range midpoint used for purposes of calculation. In 
this case, the current may be taken as (M+J-/2)iLSB. 
0053 Thus, the current ratio I/I corresponding to the 
diode voltages V and V has been determined as (M+J- 
/2)/M. Although a specific scheme has been presented for 
adjusting the current source I2 and equalizing V and V. 
other starting values and modes of adjustment may be used. 
Also, another value within the comparator crossover range 
may used for purposes of calculation. 
0054 There are many factors to be considered in the 
selection of the component sizes and the values of the 
integers L., M. R. and S. Depending upon the process used 
for integrated circuit fabrication and the design of the circuit, 
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the transistors (Switches and current Sources), diodes and 
resistors of the thermal sensor may vary considerably in size 
and number. 

0055. It is desirable to provide a common centroid for 
each of the current sources Iloop, I1, and I2. The centroid 
applies to the layout of the arrays of iLSB sources that make 
up each of the current sources Iloop, I1, I2. The centroid also 
applies to the subset of the current sources that may be 
switched on at a particular time. Thus, there is both a 
centroid associated with layout, and a centroid associated 
with operation. 
0056. For example, in a circuit for which the diode 
current limit was desired to be about 400 microamperes, 256 
iLSB current sources with a nominal current of roughly 2 to 
2.5 microamperes may be used. The maximum current is 
related to the minimum temperature that is to be measured 
accurately. Since high temperature accuracy is generally 
more important for a circuit than low temperature accuracy, 
the minimum accurate temperature is selected to be about 
308K to 318K. It is desired to use a sufficiently high value 
for N (e.g., 120 to 160) at temperatures of interest (e.g., 
340K to 385K) in order to minimize the impact of quanti 
Zation error. 

0057 The error in the temperature measurement will be 
proportional to the error in the (V-V). Therefore, it is 
desirable to make (V-V) as large as possible relative to the 
resolution of the comparator. On the other hand, I and V. 
should be kept from being too large and I and V should be 
kept from being to small. In this way, deviation from the 
Diode Equation can be minimized, and the ideality factor in 
kept close to 1. In view of these considerations dV=(V-V) 
may be targeted to be about 0.085 volts. 
0058. It is desired that the current ratio N/M be about 18 
for the lowest temperature of interest: N/M-exp((q*dV)/ 
(kT)), where N=160, corresponding to the T of inter 
est. Using dV=0.085 V, T-340K, we get N/M=18.2, 
M=160/18.2=8.8, giving 9 for the fixed integer value of M. 
10059. The V, level may be obtained from a bandgap 
reference. In order to reduce noise in reference signal, a 
Voltage divider using two high value resistors may be used 
to divide the bandgap Voltage. For example, two matched 
resistors may be used to divide a bandgap voltage of 1.175 
volts in half to provide a V, 0.5875 volts. The divider 
output may use a shunt capacitor to filter high frequency 
noise. The sensor circuit servo may be used to filter low 
frequency noise. 
0060. The relationships for S. L and R may now be 
examined. From above, SL-MR*(V/dV)-R1*62.2. To 
avoid having to make S and L too large, it is preferred that 
R be set close to 1. Using S-L-8, we get even numbers that 
help the centroiding for the resistors. 
0061. The calculated dV is then: dV=(MR/SL)*Ref=0. 
0826 V. Finally, a nominal value for rLSB is determined 
from rLSB-dV/(M*iLSB); using a nominal value of 2.0 
microamperes for iLSB, rSB=4.6 kohm. Thus, the solution 
for T from the Diode Equation becomes: 

T = (g fink): dVf ln(i2 fil) 
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-continued 
= 11600 Kf V* (9" (1.175 V f2)f 64) fln(N/ 9). 

TABLE 1. 

TEMPERATURE N*LSB 
(K) N (microamperes) 

398.0 100 218 
396.4 101 220 
370.O 120 258 
368.8 121 260 
333.7 159 336 
333.0 160 338 
3.09.0 2OO 418 
3O8.5 2O1 420 

0062 Table 1 shows the calculated temperature for dif 
ferent values of N in accordance with the above solution for 
T. The step from N=100 to N=101 corresponds to a change 
in temperature from 398K to 396.4K, or a difference of 
1.6K. In keeping with the practice of taking the midpoint of 
the interval in which the comparator changes state, the 
temperature measurement for this interval would be 397.2K, 
with a quantization error of +/-0.8K. 
0063 Although the quantization error for the interval 
between N=200 and N=201 is Smaller than that for the 
interval for N=100 to N=101, it should be noted that the 
diode current is over 400 microamperes, and ohmic effects 
may affect the overall accuracy. 
0064. Although the simultaneous use of two diodes obvi 
ates the need for sequential measurements, the system of the 
present invention may be used to make sequential measure 
ments using two different current levels. Thus, temperature 
measurements may be made in a conventional timeframe, 
but with increased accuracy. 
0065. In general, the accuracy requirement for tempera 
ture measurements on integrated circuits is on the order of 
+/-3K. Although the quantization may be reduced by using 
a 9-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) instead of the 8-bit 
DAC (256 iLSB sources) described herein, the quantization 
error of 0.8K is already low with respect to industry stan 
dards for overall accuracy. 
0066. The foregoing descriptions of specific embodi 
ments of the present invention have been presented for 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed, and obviously many modifications 
and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. 
The embodiments were chosen and described in order to 
best explain the principles of the invention and its practical 
application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best 
utilize the invention and various embodiments with various 
modifications are Suited to the particular use contemplated. 
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It is intended that the scope of the invention be defined by 
the Claims appended hereto and their equivalents. 

1. A controller for an on-chip thermometer comprising: 
an operational amplifier having a first input coupled to a 

Voltage reference, a second input and an output for 
coupling to said thermometer; 

a current source coupled to said output of said operational 
amplifier and to first and second diodes, wherein said 
current source comprises an array of current source 
elements; and 

a resistor having a first terminal and a second terminal, 
wherein said first terminal is coupled to said current 
Source and to said second input of said operational 
amplifier; 

wherein said controller is operable to cause a first current 
in said first diode to be fixed while varying a second 
current in said second diode responsive to a feedback 
signal to alter the ratio of said first and second currents. 

2. A current source servo circuit for establishing the 
current level for current sources used in a system for 
measuring temperature in an integrated circuit, said current 
Source servo circuit comprising: 

a single output coupled to a fixed current source and also 
a variable current source; and 

a Voltage source coupled to an input of an operational 
amplifier; and 

a Voltage across a resistor coupled to the other input of 
said operational amplifier. 

3. A current Source servo circuit according to claim 2 
wherein said Voltage source is a band gap reference. 

4. A current Source servo circuit according to claim 2 
wherein said resistor is related by construction to a resistor 
in said system for measuring temperature in an integrated 
circuit. 

5. A current source servo circuit according to claim 5 and 
further for establishing a known voltage in said system for 
measuring temperature in an integrated circuit. 

6. A servo circuit comprising: 
an output coupled to first and second thermal sensing 

diodes that are coupled to a comparator, and 
an input coupled to said comparator and receiving a 

feedback signal therefrom; 
wherein said servo circuit is operable to: 

cause a first fixed current in said first diode to establish 
a first voltage at a first input of said comparator while 
varying a second current through said second diode 
to establish a second Voltage responsive to said 
feedback signal; 

cause said first and second Voltages to be equal respon 
sive to said feedback signal; and 

7. A servo circuit as recited in claim 6, wherein said servo 
circuit is further operable to establish a known voltage, 
wherein said first Voltage comprises said known voltage and 
a voltage across said first diode. 

k k k k k 


